ANA News – June 2021

Dear {Contact_First_Name} {Contact_Last_Name},

ANA welcomes its new partners - 10x Genomics & Scientifica!
10x Genomics, a leading provider of single cell and spatial solutions, is honored to partner
with the Austrian Neuroscience Association (ANA). Already being used worldwide,
technologies from 10x Genomics have been featured by researchers in 296 neurosciencespecific publications.
Scientifica is delighted to be supporting and attending the 2021 ANA Meeting. We specialise
in providing first-class equipment and support for electrophysiology, multiphoton imaging and
optogenetics research. Take a look at our Neurowire blog and Learning Zone for useful guides
to help you with your experiments. Our friendly team of experts are looking forward to learning
more about your research and how we can support this.
ANA warmly welcomes its new partners and we would like to take the opportunity to thank our
already existing partners for their valuable support! Please find more information at the end of
our newsletter by clicking on the respective company sign.

EBRAINS (Human Brain Project) at the ANA meeting 2021
EBRAINS is a new digital research infrastructure, created by the EU-funded Human Brain
Project, to foster brain-related research and to help translate the latest scientific discoveries
into innovation in medicine and industry, for the benefit of patients and society.
It draws on cutting-edge neuroscience and offers an extensive range of brain data sets, a
multilevel brain atlas, modelling and simulation tools, easy access to high-performance
computing resources and to robotics and neuromorphic platforms.

All academic researchers have open access to EBRAINS’ state-of-the art services.
EBRAINS experts have been invited to this year’s ANA Meeting to present EBRAINS services
and collaboration opportunities for ANA Members participating.
Interested? Discover EBRAINS

ANA Meeting 2021 & Travel Grants
Save the date for the upcoming 17th ANA Meeting which takes place at Unipark Nonntal,
Salzburg from 28th – 30th September 2021. Registration is now open and the Program-ata-glance can be found here. 10 travel grants for the meeting (á Eur 250,-) are available
(Deadline: August 15th 2021). Please find more information regarding the grant application
processes and additional information on our website.

Job opportunities in research and beyond
ANA and life-science Karriere Services are glad to offer a FREE three parted online
career-event to tell you about various jobs matching your training, give insight on what
recruiters are looking for, and what does the daily work in companies look like.
Take part to the online kick-off panel discussion FOR FREE or join the event in person within
the frame of the ANA meeting Salzburg (28.09.2021; 10.00-11.15, UTC+01:00). Registration
is needed for a participation link.
FREE online career-event registration:
https://life-science.eu/ana-conference-career-event2021-discussion/

Otto–Loewi Award – Deadline extended!
Outstanding neuroscientists (under the age of 40) who have done a significant time of their
research in Austria are invited to apply for the prestigious Otto–Loewi Award. For more
information please consult the ANA Website.
Please apply till June 30th 2021

